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Blockchain technology has been gaining visibility owing to its ability to enhance the security, reliability,
and robustness of distributed systems. Several areas have benefited from research based on this technology,
such as finance, remote sensing, data analysis, and healthcare. Data immutability, privacy, transparency, decentralization, and distributed ledgers are the main features that make blockchain an attractive technology.
However, healthcare records that contain confidential patient data make this system very complicated because there is a risk of a privacy breach. This study aims to address research into the applications of the
blockchain healthcare area. It sets out by discussing the management of medical information, as well as the
sharing of medical records, image sharing, and log management. We also discuss papers that intersect with
other areas, such as the Internet of Things, the management of information, tracking of drugs along their
supply chain, and aspects of security and privacy. As we are aware that there are other surveys of blockchain
in healthcare, we analyze and compare both the positive and negative aspects of their papers. Finally, we
seek to examine the concepts of blockchain in the medical area, by assessing their benefits and drawbacks
and thus giving guidance to other researchers in the area. Additionally, we summarize the methods used in
healthcare per application area and show their pros and cons.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Healthcare area is of great social importance because the issues it addresses are directly concerned with improving the quality of life which it can achieve by overcoming real health problems
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[91]. In light of this, the computer has been used to carry out tasks that have led to significant
progress in healthcare, such as (i) an automated healthcare record system; (ii) sharing reliable information; (iii) analysis in Big Data; and (iv) collaboration in clinical practice and diagnosis [13,
106, 108].
Healthcare systems have advanced over the years and brought about greater competitiveness
in the pharmaceutical industry and helped overcome difficulties in the field [83]. As a result, the
users (e.g., physicians, nurses, and social workers) are able to work in an environment that can
improve patient care, because there is a better management of healthcare records. Computing
provides an opportunity to assist the whole process of patient care, by organizing and managing
the information that is required [16, 83, 106].
Historical data stored in computerized healthcare systems can provide valuable information
about the health of a patient. In addition, it can be collated and used to analyze epidemics and
the healthcare services of both cities and rural areas [45]. These data are of great value for researchers in various fields, and can assist in understanding phenomena and overcoming particular
challenges [106]. But, this information must be treated as confidential because it refers to the patients’ personal data. Unauthorized disclosure of the personal information of patients may have
an adverse effect and tarnish the image of healthcare institutions vis-à-vis society [106]. It is necessary to protect the clinical information of patients and prevent its dissemination, so as to avoid
unethical or embarrassing situations [45].
After following the emergence of blockchain technology, some authors have sought to tackle
the problems involving reliability and safety in the healthcare system [4, 37, 108]. By having this
decentralized architecture, it can now be managed by the users themselves, and it is possible to
have more reliable systems. The blockchain can mitigate problems arising from the privacy and
integrity of patient information, owing to the features of blockchain, such as immutability, transparency and reliability, and other factors [4, 65]. Another key point is that blockchain assists in
the management of logs and the auditing of the data. However, blockchain-based healthcare systems still face challenges that have to be overcome [100]. One of them is the fact that the internal
features of the network are anonymous, and this anonymity of the nodes makes it difficult to trace
the connections that allow the information to be made available [43].
One of the various areas where the blockchain can be applied is the control and management
of drug distribution, and as shown in this article, this involves going through all the stages in the
supply chain [57, 66, 86]. Blockchain systems also can assist in combating drug counterfeiters, such
as the diversion of pharmaceutical products and theft [66]. It is also worth noting that according
to Pratap [85], in a study conducted on behalf of International Business Machines Corporation
(IBM), around 16% of healthcare executives plan to implement a blockchain solution in their work
environment, and more than 56% expect to do this by 2020.
In short, blockchain can operate in different scenarios in the healthcare field and has been inspired by the work of [38]. An analysis is needed of its following strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT). This analysis is intended to investigate the value of blockchain in
healthcare settings, so as to select any key points that can be explored by future researchers [40].
Figure 1 illustrates the points selected in the SWOT analysis to describe its main features.
Highlights of this survey. Unlike the current surveys available, this article aims to explore the
state-of-the-art in blockchain-based applications for the healthcare area. Exploring a wide range of
scenarios such as the supply chain, sharing information, patient monitoring, and privacy assurance
with blockchain in healthcare settings. It also sets out the main trends in the area, which can
serve as a basis for other researchers. Below are highlighted some key differences of this survey
compared with others that can be found in the literature:
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Fig. 1. SWOT analysis of blockchain-based applications in the healthcare context. Adapted from [38].

1. This survey provides a more detailed and up-to-date discussion related to the current works
on the blockchain when applied to the healthcare area. It is thus unlike other works in the
literature that only provide a systematic review of how blockchain can be employed for a
diverse range of applications, such as [87], [54], [111], [67], [62], [9], and [68].
2. It gives an overview of the tools that have been employed by the industry for the construction of blockchain networks.
3. It shows how Internet of Things (IoT) and blockchain technology can complement each
other in offering assistance to the healthcare field.
4. It discusses the use of privacy techniques in the healthcare field and how blockchain can
improve it.
5. There is a discussion about aspects of data access control in healthcare records and how
the blockchain can make an improvement.
6. It provides use cases for monitoring patients in healthcare or remote care environments
that are aided by blockchain.
These are all displayed in Table 1 which was inspired by the work of Zheng et al. [111], and is
designed to explore some works in the literature that investigate the field of healthcare. Table 1
summarizes some of the research into the healthcare environment and compares the concepts
adopted with the perspectives of this study.
It should be noted that this article is concerned with the blockchain applications in the field of
healthcare that are currently being discussed in the literature. However, it seeks to examine these
systems more broadly by describing each of their benefits and limitations. That is, unlike the work
of Hölbl et al. [54], which provides (i) a brief systematic review of the field; (ii) some related works
to the topic, and (iii) the adopted search parameters followed by a brief discussion.
This article is also different because it surveys efforts with IoT technology in the healthcare area
with blockchain. When compared with the work of [87], it includes several different features, such
as IoT and logs management. Unlike the paper in Cai et al. [25], this survey examines some key
features of blockchain and includes discussions about Decentralized Applications (Dapps) with
various deployment scenarios, in particular cryptocurrencies. Apart from this, this article offers
some blockchain applications for this environment in the field of healthcare and Dapps.
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 53, No. 2, Article 27. Publication date: March 2020.
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Table 1. The Table Shows a Comparison of the Main Features Found
in Literature with Those of This Survey

Features
Presents consensus protocols used in the medical area
Cite papers about log management and auditing
Introduces blockchain systems for supply chain in
healthcare
Addresses the limitations of the use of the PoW protocol in
the health area
Presents bibliographic data used in the review
Benefits and limitations of the blockchain in the healthcare
Provides a more detailed and up-to-date works on the
blockchain applied to healthcare
It gives an overview of the tools employed by industry for
the construction of blockchain networks
It presents how IoT and blockchain work together
Discusses the use of privacy techniques in the healthcare
field and how blockchain can improve it
Discusses data access control in healthcare records and
how the blockchain can make an improvement
Presents use cases for monitoring patients in healthcare or
remote care aided by blockchain

[54]
X
X

[87]

[68]

X

X

This survey
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

It is also worth mentioning that numbers in the features’ column refer to the six highlights topics above that serve as
differentials for this work, as outlined in the previous paragraph.

This article was structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the main concepts underlying the blockchain technology. Section 3 examines some of the tasks that must be carried
out, including: (a) the management of the healthcare records that must be shared; (b) the management of logs; and (c) industrial strategies; as well as this, we show how the IoT, blockchain,
and medicine intersect. In Section 4, the blockchain technology is applied to the management of
drug supply chains. Section 5 defines some concepts about security and privacy for the healthcare
systems. Finally, Section 6 concludes this article.
2

OVERVIEW ON THE USE OF BLOCKCHAIN IN HEALTHCARE

This section sets out by addressing some of the motivational factors for the use of blockchain in the
healthcare field. In addition, the main concepts that are embedded in the blockchain are introduced
and examined in this section.
2.1 The Need for Technology in the Area of Healthcare
The healthcare area is increasingly requiring more assistance from other fields, such as Computer
Science, which can make a significant contribution in this area [106]. This includes, for example,
the management of electronic healthcare records, designing tools that can assist in the diagnosis
of diseases, gene prediction for genomes, and other examples [13, 35, 93].
Within public health organizations (as well as private organizations) the systems store a large
amount of patient data every day; and this fact raises the question about how to handle all of
this data. In recent years, this challenge has been met by employing a common concept—the
Big Data Analysis—that can be defined as a set of new approaches used in large datasets of
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high complexity, in which the standard architectures cannot be supported [60]. Big Data has the
potential to be applied to healthcare areas, and make the following improvements: prediction in
healthcare diagnosis, analysis in magnetic resonance imaging, and other applications [81].
Computing is a multidisciplinary area that can be applied to various fields of knowledge, with
the aim of strengthening and automating the process in each particular field. The set of tools that
computing provides can be useful for tackling different problems in the world of medicine. It could
result in improved quality, efficiency, and cost savings for healthcare systems [30].
2.2

The Blockchain Technology

Blockchain is an innovative technology originated as from the cryptocurrencies, around 2008/2009
[74, 76]. Currently, it carries out specific tasks, whether they are in the area of finance, healthcare,
transport, government, or other areas. This new technology can provide more efficient and secure
ways of recording assets [100]. Moreover, it can also be understood as a technology based on
decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, with a replicated and distributed ledger (Rifi et al. [90]).
Figure 2 represents the blockchain data structure, where each block is connected to the previous
one by means of cryptographic hash pointers to the genesis block (the first block of the structure).
Thus, the transactions are grouped within the blocks from the root node of the Merkle tree, where
they are distributed [36].
The distributed ledger approach has some components as shown in Section 2; these aspects are
the core for running the blockchain network. All these components are described in the paper in
[76] and we are not covering them as they are out of the scope of this article.
This article gives an account of the concepts that operate behind the Bitcoin cryptocurrency, and
the cryptocurrencies have led to the blockchain technology being disclosed to the public. Other
types of cryptocurrency and technologies based on blockchain have emerged from these ideas. As
shown by Swan [100] and Hoy [53], these advances were classified as blockchain 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0.
Blockchain 1.0 is the first phase, and is characterized by the emergence of the cryptocurrency with
Nakamoto [76] and their roll-out alongside simple transfers of assets.
Blockchain 2.0 is defined as the emergence of smart contracts [22] and by the advances made in
the way it works, jumping from simple transactions to loans, real estate funds, and others.
Blockchain 3.0 is the evolutionary stage we are currently observing, with the application of this
technology not only to finance but also to other sectors of society such as medicine, science, and
the arts. According to Lin and Liao [63] and Zheng et al. [111], the blockchain has the following features: (i) Decentralization, (ii) Transparency, (iii) Immutability, (iv) Privacy, (v) Distributed
ledger, and (vi) Smart contacts. Besides that, one more detailed definition for blockchain features
can be found in other papers in literature, such as Zheng et al. [111], Swan [100], and Hoy [53].
2.3

Types of Blockchain Networks

Blockchain can be divided into a few distinct groups, which have their own characteristics, and
directly reflect the network behavior. These types of blockchain can be classified as (based on the
features described by Zheng et al. [111] and Alhadhrami et al. [7]) follows:
— Public blockchain: The transactions are transparent to all the nodes. When published, any
network node can participate in blockchain consensus mechanisms to validate the transaction. The node does not require permission and is unknown in the network. In this type of
network, nodes can act on a large scale and support each other. An example of this type of
network is Bitcoin and Ether cryptocurrencies [111].
— Permissioned blockchain: It is managed by an organization whose nodes require permission to join the structure and in which the transactions of these systems are controlled
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 53, No. 2, Article 27. Publication date: March 2020.
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Fig. 2. The primary blockchain structure, adapted from [36, 103]. The figure shows the way the ledger is
structured in blockchain networks and describes the components that are inside the distributed ledger. The
genesis block is assigned automatically when the network is started, with hash default values, and other
blocks are inserted in the ledger following the genesis. In block structures, one could include components
such as hash from the previous block, nonce, timestamp, block version, and the value known as the root of
the Merkle tree. The Merkle tree is used to organize transactions into a blockchain network, and store them
with security, as shown in the red line. The attributes allocated into the block could be modified depending
on the consensus protocol used; in summary, this figure presents the characteristics inserted in blockchain
structure like Ethereum and Bitcoin implementations.

[111]. The advantage of this type of network is that it ensures a higher degree of privacy
because it requires authentication to access the content. An example of a platform of this
type is MultiChain [47].
— Consortium blockchain: It shares some of the Permissioned blockchain since it is usually
managed by a group and it requires authentication to join the network. The distinction of
this type of network is that the validating nodes consist of a small number of nodes with
pre-established features, that enable them to validate a transaction. When validating the
transaction in this type of network, the chosen nodes must reach a consensus, create a new
block, and finalize the process [97].
2.4 Validation Process in Blockchain
The validation process in blockchain is also known as mining by some algorithms, such as proofof-work [76]. That process is usually performed by a consensus algorithm which also establishes
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 53, No. 2, Article 27. Publication date: March 2020.
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what rules the nodes will follow to validate the blocks. The consensus protocol ensures that the
nodes participating in the validation obtain a satisfactory response to all of them, by following the
order in which the transactions should take place. This means that they can decide if the block
will be inserted in the chain [84, 97].
For blocks validation in the blockchain are designed consensus protocols that providing a more
reliable network. We outline the following main protocols founds in the literature for blockchain
in healthcare:
— Proof-of-work (PoW): The nodes involved in this validation process (i.e., the miners) compete with each other to solve a cryptography puzzle. The node that is first to find a solution
obtains the right to validate the block in order to create a new block that implements a
transaction. It is also worth noting that some implementations of the PoW algorithm, such
as Bitcoin, offer a reward to the winner [76].
— Proof-of-stake (PoS): The validations are chosen from the number of participants in the
network. Hence, the more coins it has, the more likely one will have to validate the blocks
and thus this node will determine the authenticity of the block [56, 73].
— Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT): It consists of two types of nodes, the client
and the server. When validating the transactions, the PBFT follows a number of stages:
(i) the client node sends a request to the server node; (ii) the server node transmits the
transaction to the other server nodes, which will decide whether they are valid or not;
(iii) if a server node accepts the transaction, that node transmits a readiness message to
the others. Provided that a large number of the nodes confirm the transaction, it will be in
“confirmation alert”; (iv) each confirmed node sends a broadcast message to the network in
order to attest its action; and (v) the node that sent the transaction receives the response,
whether it was validated or not [27, 73].
2.5

Smart Contracts

Smart contracts have emerged on blockchain 2.0, with the implementation of framework Ethereum
[22]. It is trendy today because of the tools available to build a Blockchain-based application with
smart contracts in the Solidity language. A smart contract is a protocol that establishes the rules
that a transaction must follow in an automated and electronic way [29, 102].
The implementation of smart contracts in trade can contribute to bring greater security, reliability and ease in purchases. Whether they use cryptocurrency, or even, exchange of other assets.
Contracts are executed automatically when a given transaction value matches some rule established in it. This fact can contribute to identifying inconsistencies (such as violations) automatically. The smart contracts can provide greater flexibility to electronic transactions, as a role can
provide to the legal environment [42, 78].
2.6 Challenges of Using the Blockchain in Healthcare
Blockchain can be applied to several areas, even though it is a multidisciplinary concept that poses
challenges and is subject to limitations [100]. Researchers in this area are attempting to overcome
or reduce the impact of these adverse factors. We list some issues (i.e., technical challenges) of the
blockchain technology, when employed in the healthcare area [53, 68, 100, 110]:
— Throughput: As a result of the increase in the number of transactions and nodes in the
network, more checks will have to be carried out, which can cause a network bottleneck.
When working with healthcare systems, high throughput is a problem; because unless there
is fast access, this might adversely affect a diagnosis which could save someone’s life.
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 53, No. 2, Article 27. Publication date: March 2020.
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— Latency: The process of validating a block takes about 10 minutes; this can be detrimental
to system security services since there might be successful attacks within that time frame.
Healthcare systems are dynamic and should be accessed all the time, since any delay can
adversely affect the analysis of an exam.
— Security: This can be compromised if an entity is able to seize control of 51% of the network
computational power. This matter requires a good deal of attention because a healthcare
system that is impaired can mean that the healthcare organizations lose credibility.
— Resource consumption: The use of this technology threatens to involve a serious loss of
resources, mainly because a lot of energy is spent on the mining process. In a healthcare
environment, the energy costs are very high, since several devices are needed to monitor the
patients; however, the use of the blockchain might also entail high computing and energy
costs. It is a problem for organizations to manage these costs.
— Usability: Usability is also a problem in these types of systems because they are very complex to handle. In addition, it is necessary to create an API (Application Programming Interface) with user-friendly features for users. Since health professionals do not have the same
degree of technical knowledge as IT professionals, the systems should be easy and intuitive.
— Centralization: Although blockchain is a decentralized architecture, some approaches
tend to centralize the miners and as a result, this reduces the level of network reliability.
Since this central node is vulnerable and can be violated, the information that it stores can
be accessed through malicious attacks [111].
— Privacy: It is widely believed that the Bitcoin framework enables blockchain to ensure the
privacy of its nodes. However, this assumption has been refuted by the findings of [111].
In addition, strategies are needed to offer this capacity to blockchain-based systems [111].
Owing to privacy laws and regulations, the blockchain-based systems have to comply with
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

3

HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

After discussing the basic concepts of blockchain technology, this section aims to address how this
technology can be employed in the field of medicine—involving investigating the management of
healthcare information, which is something of great value to the healthcare field because it deals
with sensitive patient data.
In the healthcare area it is of great social importance because its advances can lead to an improvement in the quality of life. Following this line of reasoning, the computation can assist in
reducing the effects of some problems in this area. For instance, informatics assist in the automation of healthcare records by ensuring more secure data sharing, log management, and uses in
other areas [13, 106, 108].
For the management of healthcare information, whether through healthcare records or by other
means, has a direct bearing on the quality of patient care. The collation of the information can
speed up the time needed for treatment, as well as assisting the decision-making of the doctor
after diagnosing the patient’s symptoms [72].
This section aims to discuss matters concerning managing healthcare information. It will address how blockchain technology can assist in sharing and managing medical information, such
as sharing and managing information of patient monitoring coming from IoT devices.
3.1 Sharing of Healthcare Records
The sharing of health records is one of the first and most common healthcare applications with
blockchain. To share health information is difficult because it is classified as sensitive information
and deals with the personal data of the patients. Among the key works in the literature that discuss
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 53, No. 2, Article 27. Publication date: March 2020.
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this application of blockchain technology are Dubovitskaya et al. [37], Azaria et al. [13], and Xia
et al. [108].
Blockchain-based architectures for the sharing of electronic healthcare records may have different characteristics. One of the most classic systems in the literature is discussed in the work of
Azaria et al. [13]. That has been cited by several current papers in the literature, which use it as
a basis for the construction of other similar architectures. Azaria et al. [13] inspires some of these
architectures, cited in [11, 58, 61, 77].
The first sharing architecture to be discussed will be MedRec, which adopts a blockchain-based
framework for storing electronic healthcare records. The MedRec aims to tackle problems such as
response time in data access, interoperability, and better data quality for healthcare research [13].
It is worth examining the tools used in the construction of the architecture of MedRec, since
it implements a private P2P network (Permissioned blockchain), as well as using smart contracts
through the Ethereum framework to enable one to manage and track state transitions in the
network.
One of the hallmarks of the MedRec architecture is that it provides patients with a consultation
agency with records of their healthcare history so that they can be kept informed about health
decisions.
Another differential is that they allow standardization of health data since they are flexible and
offer open data standards that come in many different shapes. This type of architecture adopts
an exciting approach to the application of health data management systems by providing greater
security and a common language for data sharing for research purposes [13], although the paper
of Azaria et al. [13] also intends to carry out the tests and analysis with a wide range of users.
In brief, MedRec is a viable proposition for use in sharing healthcare records and can be used
to integrate healthcare with patients, the hospital, and physicians. In this way, the registered data
may reduce inconsistencies in different hospital systems.
As mentioned by Dubovitskaya et al. [37], the approach presents a subject of Cloud computing,
which can also assist in the development of new architectures for sharing healthcare records
through blockchain by creating safer and more reliable healthcare systems which are used
in clinical practice. The authors propose a cloud-based architecture, which adopted the data
structure blockchain-based, to connect a network of communication with nodes. The paper by
Dubovitskaya et al. [37] demonstrates the application of a blockchain architecture, that is, the fact
that it employs the concepts of intelligent contracts and transparent, immutable bookkeeping to
manage the sharing of healthcare information.
In addition, Dubovitskaya et al. [37] points out the architectures Cloud Junction and blockchain
together to improve management “access control” for systems. For example, the author used data
from the Department of Radiation Oncology for testing. It defines access control policies with
two essential functions (doctor and patient), as well as using intelligent contracts to define transaction logic. One of the future goals for these types of architecture is to share radiology images
and perhaps carry out testing with real patients [37]. The current papers related to blockchain in
healthcare presents a network or system prototype, besides they hope in futures works develop a
functional system for being tested with real users.
As well as investigating matters related to blockchain architectures for the sharing of healthcare
records aided by cloud technology, there is also a need to discuss areas such as auditing information [108]. One of the authors who address this question is Xia et al. [108] (with MedShare), where
there is a discussion about finding a blockchain-based solution for record-sharing among healthcare cloud service providers. The solution aims at helping to provide better environment auditing
and controlling access to records, as well as creating a query layer (a graphical environment for
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querying databases) to connect to the blockchain network when using activation triggers to perform the tasks with the smart contracts [108].
The MedShare-based solution involves a system consisting of four layers: (i) User layer: the
data will be accessed through a graphical interface; (ii) Data query layer: a group of structures
that process and respond to query requests in the system; (iii) Database infrastructure: a layer
composed of the system databases, in which only a few specialist institutions can have access;
(iv) Data structuring and provenance layer: responsible for processing within the system; in
other words, it is the layer which contains the following: the adopted blockchain network structure,
consensus protocol, node authenticator, and smart contracts [108].
The main purpose of the type of solution like MedShare, is to enable some features of the healthcare systems to be adopted. The features might include the following: data provenance, auditing,
and greater security for the systems. Further, the solution allows the control and revocation of
access rights to users and perhaps a repository of healthcare information to be formed, which can
be useful for the analysis of Big Data. Therefore, if the system uses cloud processing, it may be
suitable for meeting the high demand for data [108].
It is also worth noting what technologies are employed in the construction of these architectures.
The language used in the implementations is usually Python, with the aid of t Flask library,1 which
is used to build web pages in Python. The reason for using this technology was that a wide range of
devices can be deployed in these environments. Another key technology worth mentioning here
is the database; an example of typical use is the SQLite.2
3.2

Sharing Imaging in Healthcare

Healthcare information can be characterized by all types of data as well as by images. Currently,
some problems in sharing healthcare records may also occur in images [15]. An architecture working with this type of information can be found in [82], with some definitions underlying this concept. From this work, they intend to basically propose an architecture for sharing images. The
patient can share their healthcare images in a safe and controlled way.
The structure is based on a centralized network developed by the Radiological Society of North
America (RSNA), but is built in a decentralized way. The idea of the Image Share Network (ISN)
is to solve the problems presented in the RSNA networks: Registering the images in repositories
for study, which can be consulted safely. Images can be viewed as long as the owner of the stored
images grants access [82].
Exploring the architecture of [82], it was structured as a set of nodes forming a P2P network of
the Chord type, in which each node of the network is represented by an actor in the healthcare
system defined by it. The network consists of (i) center of images: that serves as an intermediate
node to access the images; (ii) patient: which has the full access level under his/her images, so
he/she can decide with whom to share them; (iii) health: has the level of read-only access in the
images that the patient specifies; and (iv) personal healthcare records: represents the healthcare
records and all kinds of records associated with the patient when conducting a consultation in a
hospital or clinic.
The main task of the image sharing architecture revolves around the concepts employed in the
validation process. Its process is carried out by the consensus algorithm Proof-of-stake since it
has the advantage of low load for the participants. And for secure transfer, the concepts of public
and private cryptographic keys are used. After all, the proposed architecture can benefit health
systems, providing greater security and reliability with the aid of blockchain technology. However,
1 https://www.fullstackpython.com/flask.html.
2 https://www.sqlite.org/index.html.
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it has limitations, mainly associated with the privacy of images because they are sensitive data.
The authors hope that future researchers are cautious on this point [82].
Shortly, the method proposed by [82] may be an advantageous approach because it does not
require an intermediary and the patients themselves can manage the distribution of their data
and their keys. The architecture of [82] could be compared to the work of [44], which presents
a framework for the sharing of patient-oriented images (i.e., own patients manage the sharing of
their images). However, it depends on a central unit that transfers the data to the other nodes of
the network. The central server can suffer attacks or failures, hindering the good performance of
the network.
3.3 Log Management in Healthcare Systems
Log management is an important concept for computational systems since logs enable historical data to be generated that assist in error analysis, intrusion detection, and other services [49].
Healthcare systems also need this kind of management to ensure greater control for users when
accessing patient information [106].
However, since the logs generated by the conventional systems that we use today risk being
tampered with, there is a need for a technological system that can overcome this problem and this
is provided by blockchain. In the case of stored data (such as the logs themselves), the immutability
characteristics of blockchain can ensure they are not tampered with in the ledger. The application
of these concepts in the healthcare environment was explored in the work of Anderson [12]. It
adopts a blockchain-based approach to control the logs generated by the access of information.
The strategy adopted also seeks to perform audit control, standardize data, and make sharing
easier by employing a Permissioned blockchain structure. The security audit logging is somewhat
complex because the collation of the information obtained may sometimes be of no use or lack
essential pieces of information [12, 106].
In Anderson [12], they explored a log control approach, called AuditChain, and is basically an
application that addresses issues related to interoperability, while providing facilities for sharing
electronic healthcare records. The following components were used when adopting this approach:
the IBM framework, and the Hyperledger Fabric3 facilitating the process of building applications
based on blockchain.
The application can be accessed through a user interface, but this involves making use of a
web service implemented in Node.js,4 and for this reason an application is defined that assists in
the management of audit logs, as well as provides multilevel access control, for the authors, that
is, the physician, nurses, and patients. It should be pointed out that AuditChain focuses on the
management of personal healthcare records, and the patients themselves can obtain and manage
their own information [12].
The audit logs generated by AuditChain are inserted in the ledger so that they can be replicated
and distributed to the network nodes. However, it is not only the concept of the ledger that is
employed but also the smart contracts needed to define the transaction logic. Such a contract is
known as Chaincode in the Hyperledger Fabric framework [12].
When working with a blockchain-based framework, the Auditchain uses asymmetric encryption
with a pair of keys, for the purpose of encrypting the data involved in the transaction. Even when
the blockchain network is facing a security-related risk, the users who are allowed to join the
system have a virtual token in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. This will be adopted
as a digital signature for the user’s transaction.
3 https://www.hyperledger.org/projects/fabric.
4 https://nodejs.org/en/.
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Nonetheless, there are limitations to the use of AuditChain, such as the difficulty in finding logs
related to a specific user. Also, when carrying out the procedure, it is necessary to create the query
script, which means it is not a very intuitive process. Another significant factor is that the tests
conducted with the systems have not been implemented in the real world, and thus the metrics
that are used may not be the most appropriate to be operated in a real-world environment [12].
3.4 Approaches Used in the Industry
The previous sections examined some policies for the management of electronic healthcare
records. Since the blockchain concept is gaining popularity today, there is a need to investigate
some applications that are specifically targeted at industry. Industry strategies involve measures
for tackling particular market-oriented problems and boosting profits.
Two strategies involving industry in the blockchain-based healthcare environment are [5] and
[96]. Our research also encountered a survey on strategies aimed at industry using the Sandgaard
and Wishstar [96] tool that is geared toward the healthcare environment.
The first approach to consider is the work of [96], known as Medicalchain, which was built with
the aid of a Permissioned blockchain from the Hyperledger Fabric. The application enables patients
to have access controls for all their information as well as being able to handle their healthcare data
in a personalized way. Medicalchain uses tokens to access information and also provides access
controls, by defining some key figures such as the doctor, research group, and patient.
Medicalchain differs from other approaches adopted in the literature, one of them being that it
has a store of healthcare data. Research groups, for example, can draw on this store to exchange
information for monetary assets that can be used within the network. When the patient offers
some information to the network, he/she receives a reward in the form of coins that can be used in
the system—the cryptocurrency used in this system is called Medtoken. As well as this, there is an
integration of the blockchain network which enables data to be stored from a patient’s wearable
devices. They may be employed to check blood pressure, alcohol consumption, physical activities
that are carried out, and in other areas which may provide doctors with useful information when
diagnosing the patient [5].
In short, the Medicalchain scheme can be very useful and offers valuable prospects for the
healthcare systems. However, it suffers from some limitations, insofar as the process of information exchange is bureaucratic and requires a monetary exchange to obtain information from
the system. Another limitation applies to Medtoken, since its use is restricted to the system. In
addition, the cost of each Medtoken is $0.25. It should be noted that the project is still in its Beta
version and there are some problems in the modules [5].
With regard to the applications used in industry, attention should be drawn to the work of
Sandgaard and Wishstar [96] which recommends a blockchain-based platform for the management of electronic healthcare records. In this way, it seeks to provide greater security and
transparency, while constructing healthcare applications. Medchain, as it is called, assists in the
management of electronic healthcare records, in two key areas: safety and interoperability of
systems that use this tool.
Medchain, in its architectural applications, adopts a modular approach since some layers
plugged into it. One of the main layers that the tool has is the standard data layer (a chain for
securing healthcare records) since it serves as the basis for all the others. This layer allows other
software to be connected so that its functions can be used in the future. The standard data layer
also provides support for applications with Distributed Features (DApps) that assist the patients
in accessing their healthcare files. These are obtained from a user interface application that communicates with DApp [96].
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In order to use blockchain technology in the healthcare area, in which some papers work aims
to propose structures that protect the privacy of patient’s healthcare data, follow the standard for
Healthcare Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). The papers are [70], Clinicoin
[32], Medibloc [69], and MedX [71].
Medchain shares Medicalchain’s features, as it also works within a token system, which is composed of two distinct types: (i) MedCoin: also called an external token, which is used in trade
exchange. (ii) Internal token: has the functionality to create the hash of the block, which serves
as a pointer to connect the distributed records which might be located anywhere in the network
with the owner patient of information. Another feature of Medchain is linked to the question of the
structure offered by the network, blockchain as a Service (BaaS). To allows any electronic healthcare records system to be integrated with blockchain and ensures its users can have a better level
of security, reliability, and the other benefits that a blockchain network can offer [96].
A use case associated blockchain in healthcare, the GovTech program from Estonia (starting
in 2011) which contribute the governmental process joining emergent technologies to solve issues. Likewise, blockchain technology assists in ensuring the security and reliability of governmental healthcare systems. The use case of the blockchain in healthcare, according to the paper
by Heston [51], presents some benefits when used in this context, such as for storing and managing the healthcare records. Blockchain offers security, tamper-proof, scalability and does not
need a third trusted part. Also, this technology can improve audibility from the creation of immutable logs, provide privacy to healthcare records, and even decrease costs in healthcare. Another issue is Estonia’s challenges with the deployment of this technology, such as the suitability
for its users (patients, physicians, health care providers), provides an incentive to use the system with blockchain technology. In summary, the blockchain at Estonia can improve medical care
as well as the quality of life of healthcare system users and also ensure the privacy of patients
records [51].
3.5

Consensus Protocols Used on Healthcare Systems

Consensus protocols are necessary structures for the operation of the transaction environment
in blockchain networks. These protocols assist in coordinating the validation of the transactions
by following some specific rule defined by the algorithm. Basically, they help the validating
nodes to reach an agreement, since there is a risk that transactions sent to the network originate
from a malicious node. Hence, the validation process can assist in the rejection of the malicious
transactions [24].
Among the protocols examined in Section 2.4, it is also worth mentioning the platform of IBM
Hyperledger Fabric, which is often adopted in works within the context of blockchain in healthcare
systems. It also supports tools for building a complete blockchain network, employing the PBFT
consensus protocol [23]. On the basis of the concepts mentioned above, a literature review was
carried out to select the consensus protocols in the healthcare systems. In Table 2 is shown the
result of this research.
Based on the exploration conducted in this survey, the previous table shown presents data related to the most widely adopted protocols in healthcare approaches that are (i) proof-of-work
and (ii) PBFT, the former due to its popularity in various areas and also because it was the first
to emerge. The latter is due to the low latency it provides to the network, and because it forms
the basis of the IBM Hyperledger platform, which is very popular and supports the blockchain
networking process.
There are two protocols explored in industry that are known as proof of accessibility and proof
of time and space. For accessibility proof, the algorithm is intended to guarantee that access is provided to the data even if the node that stores it is removed from the network. The protocol uses data
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Table 2. Consensus Algorithms Used in Studies that Address the Healthcare Context

Consensus
Protocol
Proof of Work

Paper

Overview

MedRec [13]
MediBChain [4]

Sharing healthcare records
Sharing healthcare records
Privacy in the sharing of healthcare
information
Sharing healthcare records privately
and user-friendly
Sharing healthcare imaging
Sharing safe and reliable healthcare
records
Management and audit of access logs
from healthcare records
Sharing healthcare records
Exchange healthcare information at a
marketplace through MedTokens

[48]
[34]
Proof of Stake

[82]
[37]

PBFT

[12]
MediChain [96]
Medicalchain [5]

backup, replication, and fragmentation techniques to carry out this procedure. The data fragmentation technique employs the data fragments that are replicated to different storage nodes in the
network, where each node is unable to store more than 50% of the fragments of a given database.
The protocol of proof of time and space examines if the data were stored, and requests a proof of
space in periodic intervals of time. These requirements check the integrity of the stored healthcare
records, while the nodes that take part in these processes earn a reward in MedCoins [96].
Furthermore, the consensus protocols presented is also explored in other fields, such as IoT
and Supply Chain. IoT needs light consensus protocols due to devices with limited hardware; for
instance, PBFT, modified PoS, Stellar Consensus Procol (SCP), and others [95, 105]. Related to
Supply Chain, the choice of the protocol depends on the applications; however, in this article, we
focused on healthcare applications.
3.6 Patient Monitoring
Since the IoT and the use of sensors operate in various environments, as well as clinics, hospitals,
and other medical centers, there is a need to improve the level of security of these sensors [28]. The
sensors are either smart bracelets or some other devices within the hospital that can be implanted
in patients.
Blockchain is a technology that can help to improve the security of these devices because, when
monitoring patients, sensitive personal data are generated by the sensors. There is a need to comply with regulations, such as Lei Geral de Proteção a Dados (LGPD) in Brazil [75], General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe [6], and the HIPAA in USA [52], for the protection of
personal data. These rules stipulate that the systems must guarantee the privacy of patient information, and the blockchain can also help by ensuring the privacy of healthcare information.
Several technologies have emerged to improve and empower traditional systems. Some examples of these technologies are the IoT, networks of sensors, and wearable devices. Medicine can
also benefit from these advances; for example, in the use of the Wireless Body Area Networks
(WBANs) principle. This principle applies to a personal network composed of several sensors that
are implanted or wearable, and where there is unit central for data transfer [8]. Figure 3 displays
the simplified structure of a WBAN network for patient monitoring with blockchain [94].
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Fig. 3. Structure of Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) for patient monitoring, adapted from [8, 89].
This shows the patient doing physical exercise, during which the doctor has to check the heart rate while the
task is being carried out. As a result, the sensors that are in the patient’s body send a packet to the gateway
device. The packages are then sent to the blockchain network, where they interact with smart contracts to
carry out the tasks and store the data. The data in the blockchain are sent to a hospital so that physicians
can obtain more queries with secure data. Moreover, the figure shows some devices that can be used as
gateways to send data via blockchain.

Patient monitoring is an essential procedure within the healthcare system since it can assist the
healthcare professional during the follow-up of the patient’s treatment. It means that the essential features of WBANS and their protocols, such as wearable device technologies and gateways,
can improve the quality of monitoring. However, there are some limitations concerning reliability, efficiency, and consistency to the ability to share patient information over a secure channel
[89]; although, other emerging technologies can help overcome these problems, one of which is
blockchain. Because it offers a reliable manner of exchanging information between the nodes of
the network and employs concepts like immutability and data privacy, in this way, this technology
can enhance the level of security in the transfer of information.
Based on the factors outlined above, blockchain can assist in the monitoring of the patients
by forming structures that can make the process more reliable. Linn and Koo [65] present in their
paper a blockchain-based framework established for sharing healthcare information obtained from
sensors, that has all the advantages that blockchain can provide. Nevertheless, the patient himself
will be able to manage the information generated by the sensors when combined, such as the
heartbeats measured by a cardiac monitor [65].
In Linn and Koo [65], the authors propose the creation of a blockchain-based shared repository
of information. This can be useful for various purposes in healthcare research. The data generated
helps in the follow-up of patients, and may even accelerate the diagnosis and treatment of diseases
[65].
Another example of patient monitoring using blockchain technology has been addressed by
[104]. They investigate the remote monitoring of patients using personal sensor networks. Also,
this system uses blockchain technology to transfer data generated by the sensors, so that they pass
through the various levels of the proposed architecture. The advantage of this technology is that
it reduces communication overhead, and can transfer records without the need for a trusted third
party, as well as offering transparency and immutability [50, 99].
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The architecture designed by Uddin et al. [104] is composed of two layers: (i) the first controls
the flow and storage of the data; (ii) the second controls the central healthcare data unit. The
architecture operates from a personal network of patient sensors, in which the generated data is
sent to a healthcare data provider (this might be the Smartphone). The produced data is sent to a
server that acts as the patient data agent and is responsible for data module management, the data
mining module, and data security. It also can notice that when transferring data, it is necessary to
traverse a blockchain network structure before they reach the end users, to ensure greater security
and reliability [104].
The architecture formed by Uddin et al. [104] carries out tests to measure its performance in
different situations. One of the analyses conducted was concerned with certain types of attacks,
such as man-in-the-middle attacks and denial of service attacks and their impact on patient privacy.
Before the tests are carried out, many factors were defined, starting with the mining and mining
selection algorithms.
The set of analyses demonstrated the usage of about 25% of the processor and 98 MB of memory
when there were three miners in the network. On the other hand, the tests related to security
matters were based on the previously mentioned attacks and compared to the works of Gope
and Hwang [46] and Balasubramanian et al. [14] as a baseline, intending to analyze the security
protocols used. They also tested the physical characteristics of the network, such as the following:
processing time, overhead, and throughput in Kbps. The results showed lower processing costs
and lower overhead than other works used as the baseline and occupied 45% of the network with
26 nodes and a transfer rate lower than the other works taken as baseline [104].
Finally, this section aims to set out some principles and examine some studies that examine how
patients can be monitored with the aid of personal sensors. This study also investigates measures
to improve the quality and security of data transfer, as well as make a reduction in energy costs.
3.7 Discussion
This section examined the concepts employed for healthcare information management using
blockchain technology and, based on this knowledge, it uses protocols to control transactions.
These concepts also assist the process of sharing electronic health records, increased security, the
immutability of data, and privacy. The primary protocol that is involved in the network trustbuilding processes is the consensus protocol, such as Proof-of-work, Proof-of-stake, and PBFT.
Moreover, when implementing blockchain-based applications, we encountered some studies relying on the Hyperledger Fabric framework and employing PBFT consensus protocols.
Other factors discussed in this section are the prospect of sharing healthcare records, sharing
images in healthcare, managing healthcare application logs, and managing healthcare information for industry-wide bargaining proposals. Each of them points out different ways of tackling
problems and addresses the advantages of this type of solution in the healthcare environment.
Lastly, we discussed some principles and analyzed some studies that examine how patients are
monitored with the aid of personal sensors. This study also investigated measures to improve
the quality and security of data transfer, as well as the reduction of energy costs. It should stress
that since blockchain is a newly emerging concept in computing today, it can assist in improving
reliability and monitoring patients through sensors with limited hardware. Moreover, as the consensus protocols are becoming more advanced, they can be used in resource-constrained devices
(e.g., IoT), as from light consensus protocols such as PBFT and SCP [67].
4 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
One of the managerial processes for the development of an organization is supply chain management (SCM), insofar as it connects a network of partners, ranging from the producer of the
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raw material to the distribution organization. SCM systems include several industries, such as the
healthcare industry, and as a result of technological advances, other devices integrated into this
environment, including blockchain technology [59]. In this way, it can assist in tracking and logging assets in the supply chain. For this reason, this section aims to discuss some positive ways in
which blockchain can support the management of supply chains when applied to the healthcare
industry.
The supply chain management involves handling assets from the production line to their distribution so that they reach the end consumer in a state of good quality and on time [59]. Business
strategy is a critical factor for some companies, such as healthcare and the pharmaceutical industry. Given this, this type of company needs to provide higher quality in the manufacture, transport,
and delivery of medicines since the lack of assets can disrupt the social environment, for example, some medications are essential to the quality of life of some people; without them, they could
not carry out their normal activities [98]. This article will focus on two points: (i) blockchain and
IoT for supply chain in the drug monitoring and (ii) blockchain-based health asset tracking in the
supply chain.
4.1 Blockchain and IoT for Supply Chain
The IoT technology can be applied to several applications and this includes transmitting real-time
information and monitoring the assets throughout the chain [109]. In addition, other technologies
integrated with IoT, such as blockchain, can serve to improve the security and reliability of these
assets. This section seeks to show how these technologies combined can better perform. We also
discuss the case of the Modum company that works mainly in this area.
The healthcare industry is generating considerable interest in terms of the use of IoT to assist
patients and physicians due to sensors that can be integrated with small devices for monitoring
patient’s health conditions, and generate reports for analysis [88]. With the IoT, hospitals could
become smart hospitals facilitating some processes for healthcare professionals [88].
The Modum company is a use case that illustrates blockchain and IoT in the same application,
which, according to Kshetri [57], was founded through a partnership with the University of Zurich.
The companies seek to create a drug- sharing network that is integrated with the blockchain technology. The objective of the company is to combine IoT concepts, to monitor the changes in the
condition of the drugs (Kshetri [57] and Campbell [26]). The technology checks if the specific
transport standards are met to ensure quality is maintained until the goods reach their destination. The Modum operates a system based on blockchain Ethereum, through a smart contract,
checks at strategic stages if the state of the drug conforms to the required standard. If there are
any problems in the transaction when checked, the medication will be refused, and an alert will
be sent to the control panel to take any necessary action [57].
Since Modum is concerned with the transporting of medicines, it has to monitor several factors
such as temperature. It means that the customer will be able to check the status of the drug until it
reaches its destination through a secure and decentralized network—blockchain [21]. The technical
details for further specifying the construction of the Modum platform are as follows: (i) blockchainbased Ethereum network; (ii) Bluetooth sensors, for IoT devices; (iii) PostgreSQL database to store
asset data; (iv) REST API platform to service a JSON; (v) intelligent contract to define the stages of
the transactions; and (vi) mobile application to read the bar codes of the medicines and make the
necessary checks.
4.2 Health Asset Tracking in the Supply Chain
To address the process of tracking health assets in the supply chain using blockchain, we discussed
concerns about drug theft and falsification, which must be investigated more carefully because of
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the large number of cases in recent years [107]. These crimes have caused significant financial
losses in the healthcare system, and it is necessary to take new measures to combat them, such as
tracking the supply chain of medicines [86]. According to the World Health Organization (WHO),
in 2017, 1 in 10 medicines in developing countries were either counterfeit or of poor quality [107].
The WHO also points out that the use of this type of medication risks aggravating the symptoms
of the disease or causes severe side effects [107].
The paper of Erhun et al. [41] examines the importance of drug delivery management in Nigeria,
where there is a lack of medicines since the country can only supply 30% of its needs from local
manufacturers, and to overcome the problem, it has to rely on imported medicines [41]. However,
this policy requires proper management to carry out the correct distribution of the medicines to
ensure that only legitimate medicines are supplied. Usually, many traders sell medicines of doubtful origins on the streets that are thus exposed to the sun all day. One way to control this problem is
through the management of the supply chains [41, 79]. Not only this, one of the most modern ways
to help combat this problem is through the management of supply chains based on blockchain.
A use case regarding poor managed drug control occurred in Nigeria in 1990, and according to
Alubo [10], it is known as the “Paracetamol Tragedy.” During this tragic episode, several children
under four years old died after taking a dose of paracetamol that had an uncontrolled mixture
of compounds. The drugs had toxic effects on the children who died later. This case illustrates
the urgent need to control the compounds that are added to the drugs through poorly managed
supply chains.
Thus, one point that should be addressed accordingly in the drug distribution is the traceability
of these assets. This is because there is a risk that they can be diverted and used for other purposes
depending on the type of medicine, or even stolen for illegal sale. However, blockchain is a valid
scheme for overcoming this problem, as is shown in the work by Bell et al. [16]. The paper examines
how a company called Chronicled developed a structure based on blockchain, in which the drug
is traced from the time it leaves its manufacturer until it reaches the end consumer. This process
assists in monitoring the distribution of fake medicines, as well as the problem of drug diversion
[16]. It ensures that all the assets that are distributed are recorded in the blockchain ledger (i.e.,
the drug log records), therefore once the data is stored it can no longer suffer changes.
4.3 Discussion
This section addressed different topics concerning the management of drug supply chains, where
some different applications were supported by blockchain technology, to take advantage of its benefits. It was evident that a common problem in the distribution of medicines is their falsification—
with tragic consequences for the population—as in the case of Nigeria. Blockchain can assist in
this area, mainly because of its immutability characteristics, which make drug falsification more
challenging.
Another aspect of blockchain technology is that it can play a crucial role in monitoring the distribution of drugs, and check that the assets follow the supply chain pattern correctly. Combining
the blockchain technology with IoT, it can enhance the reliability of the information conveyed in
real time. The drug-related information supplied to the recipients (customers), for example, may
be more reliable because of the immutability of the data provided by the blockchain network.
5

PRIVACY AND SECURITY IN BLOCKCHAIN FOR HEALTHCARE

Currently, there is an increase in health data since physical documents are digitized, and sensors
and other technological devices uses generating health data [1]. Data is produced from various
sources in the healthcare area, such as hospital records, radiography images, and monitoring
sensors [80].
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There are several databases with information about patients, although some of this may be
sensitive, since it is patient’s information. However, one of the ways to ensure greater security
in these environments is the use of blockchain technology, which can be very useful because of
certain features it has, such as immutability and data traceability tools. The following paragraphs
discuss some factors that apply to blockchain with regard to security in healthcare systems. First
of all, the healthcare systems with blockchain can improve systems linked to cryptography. The
paper by [31] sets out a strategy for searching the best cryptography models for smart contracts.
Nevertheless, privacy issues with blockchain is not fully addressed. There is a need to examine
some areas of privacy when sending information and the transaction link with the data of the
patient [43]. The challenges about privacy in the blockchain include the following [43]:
— Identity privacy: maintaining the user’s private identity and not relating it to the
transaction.
— Transaction privacy: ensuring that the transaction content is not accessed by nonauthorized users.
The use of patient healthcare records gives rise to a concern about patient privacy since the
data aggregated in these records contain personal information. These records might consist of
a personal registration number, the number of the credit card that the patient uses to make a
payment in the private network, and other items. Many techniques in the literature that can help
to address these problems, such as k-anonymity or zero-knowledge proof, is examined by [101].
Authors show a formal model for ensuring privacy, which involves using a technique to prove that
information is valid without revealing it to other nodes.
The privacy techniques that should be noted include the following: (i) trusted execution environments (TEE) [92], (ii) homomorphic cryptography [2], (iii) zk-snarks [17] (derived from the
zero-knowledge proof), and (iv) differential privacy [39].
Here, we will discuss one of the strategies that may be useful for ensuring privacy in the healthcare area. The TEE is a security technique hardware-supported that has a separate module designed
to provide greater security and privacy to the system. Thus, it relies on the CPU to perform code
execution reliably and exploited in environments that employ blockchain and can be used to ensure greater security, such as healthcare environments [64, 92]. All the previously defined concepts
can be used for blockchain technology when applied to the healthcare area.
As well as this, there is another factor that can ensure greater privacy of healthcare information;
this is the Healthcare Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [52], which is a privacy
rule drawn up by the United States. The HIPAA rule assists in (a) improving information sharing
within the healthcare environments, (b) defining national standards, and (c) protecting personal
healthcare data. The HIPAA privacy rules cover the following: (i) healthcare plans; (ii) healthcare
provision; (iii) Healthcare Clearinghouses; and (iv) Business Associates.
In summary, these rules provide users of healthcare systems with greater reliability and personal data security. With the support of the privacy rules, blockchain technology can improve the
security and reliability of patient personal information in the healthcare environment [52]. It is
also worth noting that HIPAA rules restrict access to information, insofar as this factor is linked
to the technology that uses this type of information to find solutions that can benefit the healthcare environment. Due to restrictions, the process becomes more bureaucratic, and some of the
technological operations may become inactive.
Another technique that can be employed to enhance privacy when sharing healthcare information is the use of blockchain. Since according to Bethencourt et al. [18], it is an attribute-based
encryption, it is a cryptographic public-key method, which has attributes that are important for
first-generation techniques and also for policies needed to access encrypted data.
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An architecture that explores this concept can be found in the work of [33], and is called Decentralized Sharing of Healthcare Records (DSHR). In this, a set of tools was used for establishing
it, which included the following: (i) Ethereum: to define the blockchain rules and smart contracts;
(ii) InterPlanetary File System (IPFS): to form the P2P network for the exchange of information;
and (iii) attribute-based encryption: to encrypt healthcare records as a means of ensuring their
privacy. However, privacy technique must be used with caution because it can result in a high
computational cost for the sharing of records.
One way to ensure privacy in the healthcare environment is the creation of data access logs
repositories blockchain-based for healthcare records for Big Data. For instance, in Karafiloski and
Mishev [55] draw our attention to a tool that builds data repositories, which provides a secure way
of generating bases for the analysis of Big Data by using blockchain in the area of healthcare.
With the aid of this framework, healthcare agencies will not have to worry about the reliability
of the data since they are derived from the blockchain network, and thus, the users themselves
will be able to manage them. Moreover, the blockchain can help by improving the reliability and
security of Big Data environments [55].
As discussed earlier, one type of healthcare data is multimedia data (e.g., images, sounds,
and videos). The paper by Patel [82] addresses digital imaging making a connection with the
blockchain.
On the other hand, in regard to ensuring the data privacy, the first approach that can help overcome security problems is to employ the Off-chain network for storing multimedia blockchain data
and preserving privacy by complying with the GDPR [112]. Another means of ensuring multimedia data security might be to embed a watermark to register the copyright for sharing security.
This registration means that the accessed data that is stored in the blockchain is immutable. This
effort is found in [19, 20].
Finally, privacy issues in healthcare environments where there is a sharing of records can be
mitigated by techniques such as zero-knowledge proof and attribute-based encryption, where they
can be employed directly by referring to the health record file, or to data that is stored in a database.
It should be emphasized that data privacy is essential in a health setting, and blockchain technology can assist in ensuring security for this environment. Moreover, there is a current trend to
employ cryptography techniques to improve the privacy level in healthcare systems, which involves a blockchain based on differential privacy [39, 112]. The differential privacy protects the
data against linkage attacks, where related data in two databases might be linked, or for inferring
and discovering patient sensitive data [39].
6 CONCLUSION
This survey carried out an analysis in some aspects of the literature that are concerned with the use
of blockchain technology in the healthcare area. The investigation has covered other co-related
areas such as privacy and safety of healthcare information. Blockchain technology is a recent
concept, and its application in the field of healthcare with the most significant publications in this
area only appeared between 2016 and 2019. Therefore, studies in the area initially only defined
general terms. Subsequently, initial attempts have been made so far to apply this technology to the
sharing of healthcare information, the management of drug supply chains, and patient monitoring
systems.
The strategy that has been discussed is guaranteeing privacy when sharing health records,
which has been a growing trend in recent years (2017, 2018, and 2019). Privacy is a question that is
gaining traction and has exciting research prospects, especially with the emergence of the personal
data protection laws (LGPD, GDPR, and HIPAA). Privacy laws determine the rights and responsibilities that organizations have when protecting the personal data of their clients. Blockchain can
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Table 3. Summary of the Methods Used on Blockchain to Healthcare
with Pros and Cons Per Application Area
Area

Methods
MedRec [13]

Sharing health
information

MediChain [96]

Medicalchain [5]

Pros
Improve data quality for
medical researches
System interoperability
Could use mobile interface
and a web application
Reduces risk to identify the
patient from data leaked
Health data marketplace
Patient control access with
MedTokens

Remote care with
IoT

Supply chain for
healthcare

Security and
privacy

Patient centric agent
(PCA) [104]

Modum [3]

Decentralized Sharing of
Health Records (DSHR)
[33]

[31]

Provide access control
role-based
Uses a protocol to improve
security and authentication
of patient’s smartphone
Uses good practice of the
GDPR
Monitors the pharma chain
with NFC
Uses attribute-based
encryption to ensure privacy
Stores sensitive data in
off-chain
Scheme for searching the
cryptography strategies to
blockchain
Encrypts smart contracts

Cons
Not have contract encryption
It’s just a prototype
Loss of patient access key
Problems with privacy
Tokens could be used just
within Medicalchain
There are risks for acquiring
the MedTokens
Requires devices with high
power processing for
encryption
Vulnerable to man in middle
attack
Business oriented
Poor documentation and
complex
Complexity to use
Increases cost as the number
of attributes increases
Uses the synthetic
environment
High cost to mine the blocks

make a valuable contribution to guaranteeing privacy by using techniques such as the following:
immutability of data, attribute-based encryption, zero-knowledge proof, and other approaches.
The range of consensus protocols used for blockchain-based healthcare applications is a highlight of this study. The most widely used was the Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Practical Byzantine
Fault-Tolerance (PBFT) because they can be adopted in platforms such as Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric. An analysis of these protocols (beginning with the PoW), showed that it has a high
computational cost and would be impracticable for the healthcare environment. Hospitals would
have to spend much money on infrastructure to maintain this service in the network, and since it
is a permissionless protocol, the privacy of information could be compromised. Even as concerning PoW, it should stress that most of the papers that discuss this protocol are theoretical, with
implementation remaining a hypothetical possibility. Thus, a protocol suitable for use in healthcare applications would be PBFT, because it is permissioned protocol and has another consensus
rationale, with lower computational costs and without miners.
In short, this study aimed to present a number of works for researchers interested in implementing blockchain-based healthcare systems. We also discussed some of the platforms for building blockchain-based healthcare applications, presenting their limitations and advantages. As a
result, we concluded that a line of research is the sharing of healthcare information and the use of
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the PBFT consensus algorithm, as well as the use of the Hyperledger Fabric platform. However, if
the researcher is concerned about the future outcome that will emerge, he/she should pay attention
to the drug supply chain and patient monitoring where blockchain and IoT can be combined.
From the development of this study, we can observe that blockchain technology can be applied
to different perspectives within the healthcare field. One of them worth exploring more deeply is
the healthcare equipment monitoring integrated with the IoT. With these technologies together, it
is interesting to cite the possibilities of providing more safety to the fitness and mental healthcare
monitoring environments due to the full range of smart health devices that are currently emerging.
With the support of blockchain technology, some problems involving the reliability and security
of patients’ data could be mitigated.
Finally, we summarized some methods and applications used by blockchain for healthcare,
which are related to each knowledge area cited in this survey. Table 3 sets out the pros and cons
of these methods to form a point of comparison between these methods. A baseline can be used
for future research.
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